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Description

[0001] This invention relates to a navigation apparatus for driving a memory medium in which information is stored, based on certain inputs or certain conditions of the apparatus, reading the information out of the memory medium, executing, based on the read information, processes relating to generation of guide information and outputting the guide information.

[0002] In the conventional navigation systems for vehicles which are currently commercially available, a CD-ROM disc, in which map information, image information for guidance and the like are stored in advance, is generally used as a memory medium. The CD-ROM is rotatably driven by a drive motor and certain information from predetermined addresses on the CD-ROM is read to a controller. The controller thereby executes various processes relating to generation of guidance, such as road guides for navigating the vehicle, parking place guides, and guides for rest areas, inns and hotels.

[0003] Such a conventional navigation apparatus frequently handles a large volume of information for providing detailed guidance. For example, a large volume of data is required to generate displays of maps and pictures as guidance information. Because the volume of the data information is large, it takes a long period of time to read the information from the CD-ROM disc for transfer to the controller. If processing of such a large volume of information, read from the CD-ROM disc, is required, the time between input of a command by an operator and display of the guidance information on the display unit, in response to the command, becomes inconveniently long.

[0004] In such a navigation apparatus, in general, a map showing the present position of the driving vehicle as well as its vicinity is displayed at the display unit, and guidance information is frequently displayed at intersections or whatever, so that as the vehicle moves, new map information and new guide information must be continuously read and displayed. Accordingly, low speed in reading such map information and guide information translates to lack of quick response by the apparatus. As the vehicle drives at higher speeds, the problem becomes more acute in that changing or scrolling of maps to be displayed becomes less timely.

[0005] EP-A-0 361 944 relates to an apparatus for reading data stored on a data storage medium. A disk motor is provided for rotating the data storage medium. Thereby, an optical pickup reads data recorded on the medium. The reading speed is increased to a level where the error rate does not exceed a predetermined value.

[0006] DE-A1-41 02 856 relates to a method for shortening the switch on time of a CD player. Data are read out at a high speed when reading out special information, and if it is required, the special information stored in a special part of a data memory medium is read out firstly. In this way, time is reduced until data such as a music CD is started to play. Special information is read out with a high speed, wherein the other data production is executed with normal speed.

[0007] Research Disclosure, No. 315; July 1, 1990; page 584 discloses a high speed/low power, selectable optical file. An apparatus is capable of selecting between high performance, i.e. the driving speed is high, and maximum economy where the driving speed is low. This is achieved by providing a suitable driving speed and by cutting down the amount of power consumption by controlling the driving speed.

[0008] Patent Abstracts of Japan, vol. 15, No. 352 relates to a vehicle position calculation device. In order to prevent the wear and deterioration of a medium drive device, a medium is driven by the medium drive device only when the device reads map information.


[0011] In particular, EP-A-0 696 797 relates to a disc drive unit for driving a disc recording medium such as a magneto-optical disc accommodated in a disc cassette, comprising a chassis, a cassette holder having a pair of wall sections and movable up and down between upper and lower positions with respect to the chassis, and the disc cassette being injectable into and ejectable from the cassette holder, a disc rotating mechanism being movable up and down between upper and lower positions with respect to the chassis and chucked with the disc recording medium for rotatively driving the disc recording medium, height-level positioning members provided at the chassis, so that at least their upper ends are located at a higher level than the lower wall section of the cassette holder, when the cassette holder is held at its lower position, and a loading motor unit for shifting the cassette holder from its upper position to its lower position and for shifting the disc rotating mechanism from its lower position to its upper position, during loading of the disc cassette.

[0012] It is an object of the invention to provide an information processing apparatus having a reduced response time for processing a large volume of information data without loss of drive motor life span.

[0013] The object is achieved by the features of the claims.

[0014] The present invention achieves the foregoing object by providing an improved information processing apparatus for driving, responsive to an input or an operation of the apparatus, a memory medium in which information is stored, for reading said stored information from said memory medium, and for processing the read information to output guidance information. The improved apparatus of the present invention includes: a drive mechanism capable of driving the memory medium with a variable drive speed; judgment means for
judging, based on an input or operative state of the apparatus, whether a certain condition has been satisfied; and control means for controlling the drive speed of the memory medium by said drive mechanism at a normal speed when the judgment means judges that the certain condition is not satisfied and at a speed higher than the normal speed when the judgment means judges that the certain condition is satisfied.

[0015] In operation of the apparatus of the invention, a judgment is first made as to receipt of a certain input or satisfaction of a certain condition and the drive speed of the memory medium is regulated by the control means so that the memory medium is driven at a normal speed when said judgment is negative, and in contrast, the memory medium is driven at a speed higher than the normal speed when said judgment is affirmative.

[0016] The above and other objects and features of the invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art from a reading of the following preferred embodiments, when considered in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the essential components of the invention;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of an entire navigation apparatus incorporating a preferred embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating details of the external memory unit of the navigation apparatus of Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 is a flow chart of a CD data reading routine executed by the controller of the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 2; and

Fig. 5 is a flow chart of a timer interrupt routine executed by the controller of the embodiment illustrated in Fig. 2.

[0017] Referring to the drawings, in particular to Fig. 2, a navigation apparatus 10 according to a preferred embodiment of the invention is shown. The navigation apparatus 10 is designed for post-factory installation on or in a vehicle body. In other words, the navigation apparatus 10 is designed for installation by the vehicle owner. The navigation apparatus 10 is designed for installation by the vehicle owner. The navigation apparatus 10 is of the type that determines an optimum route to the destination chosen by the user and guides the vehicle from the current position to the destination by display of guidance together with maps on the display unit, as well as by outputting voice guidance through unit 20.

[0018] As shown in Fig. 2, the navigation apparatus 10 includes a conventional GPS receiver 12 for receiving transmissions from an artificial satellite (NAVSTAR) for the GPS (Global Positioning system), demodulating the received signal by frequency conversion, and calculating latitude data, longitude data and altitude data representing the receiving position, or the current position, as well as calculating travel speed and direction of travel of the vehicle. A sensor 14 detects the current position of the vehicle by outputting values corresponding to, respectively, traveling direction, traveling distance, and traveling velocity of the vehicle. An input unit 16 includes button type switches or contact switches for the operator to input various commands such as setting the departure and destination, changing display screens and the like. The external memory unit 18 includes, for example, a CD-ROM disc having optically readable data as a memory medium containing prestored data, and a CD-ROM drive for reading out the data stored in the disc. Voice output unit 20 has a speaker or speakers for voice guidance, various message sounds, and the like, a voice processor for synthesizing sounds made audible at the speaker, a digital to analog converter, and the like. The display unit 22 consists of a display screen such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or a liquid crystal display (LCD), a display controller for generating the images displayed on the display screen, such as road maps and various messages. Controller 24 reads the data from the GPS receiver 12, the sensor 14, the input unit 16, the external memory unit 18, and other inputs and controls the voice output unit 20 and the display unit 22 in accordance with the read data. The sensor 14 includes a distance sensor for detecting the distance travelled by the vehicle, a velocity sensor for detecting the speed of the vehicle, and a relative direction sensor, for example, such as a gyroscope or left and right wheel sensors. The controller 24 includes a conventional microcomputer equipped with a CPU (central processing unit) 26, a ROM (read only memory) 28, a RAM (random access memory) 30, an input and output port 30, and a bus line connecting these elements.

[0019] As shown in Fig. 3, the external memory unit 18 is the combination of a CD-ROM disc (hereinafter, simply referred to as “disc”) 52, and a CD-ROM drive 54. The disc 52 records various data such as map data, road data, intersection data, guide data, and picture data for registered points, as well as their address size, with respective predetermined addresses in the CLV (constant linear velocity) recording method for maximum recording density. The disc 52 is detachable from the CD-ROM drive 54.

[0020] The CD-ROM drive 54 has the capability of reading out the various data recorded at the predetermined addresses while rotatively driving the disc 52 and includes a drive motor in the form of a spindle motor with brushes or a whole motor for rotatively driving the disc 52; a pickup 58 equipped with a laser light source, an objective lens, a photodetector, and the like for reading data recorded on the disc 52. A feeding mechanism 60 moves the pickup 58 to a designated position so that the pickup 58 can read the data recorded at the respective addresses on the disc 52. A pickup servo circuit 62 controls the movement of the feeding mechanism 60 and controls the position of the objective lens of the pickup 58 so that the laser beam follows signal tracks on the disc 52 while the signal face of the disc is positioned within the field of focus of the laser beam emanating...
from the pickup 58 even if the disc face rocks or the rotation is eccentric. A drive motor servo circuit 64 controls the rotational speed of the drive motor 56 so that the disc 52 rotates with a constant linear velocity. A signal processing unit 66 amplifies the output signal of the photodetector in the pickup 58, reforms its waveform, processes the digital signal, and processes the signal for error correction, thereby retrieving the desired data from the disc 52. Controller 68 transmits the data from the signal processing unit 66 to the controller 24 and outputs control signals to the pickup servo circuit 62 and the drive motor servo circuit 64, responsive to various requests such as a request for reading data delivered from the controller 24. The drive motor 56 and the drive motor servo circuit 64 together function as the drive mechanism of the present invention.

[0021] The controller 24 executes various routines, such as: a position setting routine for setting departure, current position, destination, or the like in accordance with commands inputted from the input unit 16; a route seeking routine for determining the optimum route from the departure to the destination; an information display routine for displaying on the display screen of the display unit 22 a map on which the current position is centered and various guidance messages; a scrolling routine for scrolling the displayed map; a map scale changing routine for changing the map scale between a wide area map and a detailed map and a voice output routine whereby the voice output unit 20 outputs voice guidance. In executing these routines the controller 24 issues a command for reading out the necessary data from the corresponding addresses on the disc 52 in the external memory unit 18, and the pickup 58 travels to the corresponding address on the disc 52 in response to the command to read out the necessary data.

[0022] In reading data in the manner described above, the rotational speed of the drive motor 56 is controlled by the drive motor servo circuit 64 based on a reproduced synchronizing signal read off the disc through the pickup 58, because the data recorded in the CLV format on the disc 52 are precisely read out by rotating the disc 52 at a constant linear velocity.

[0023] Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate a routine (hereinafter, referred to as "present routine") executed by the controller 24 for accelerating the reading of data by rotating the disc 52 at double the normal rotational speed of the drive motor 56 (hereinafter, referred to as "double speed") responsive to detection of a certain condition and for taking corrective action to deal with data reading errors which tend to occur due to such a doubled speed of rotation of the disc 52.

[0024] The present routine includes the CD data reading routine shown in Fig. 4, repeatedly executed each time a command is issued from the controller 24 for reading data recorded on the disc 52. A timer interrupt routine (shown in Fig. 5) is executed at an operation period of 0.1 second to process counters and flags used during the CD data reading routine.

[0025] When the CD data reading routine shown in Fig. 4 is started, the controller 24 judges at step S2 whether the double speed inhibition flag F1 is ON (F1 = 1). If F1 = 0, i.e. there is no double speed inhibition, the routine goes to step S4, and the controller 24 judges as to whether a designated condition is satisfied, to rotateively drive the drive motor 56 at double speed, i.e. whether or not a designated command signal has been received or a designated condition satisfied. On the other hand, if F1 = 1, the double speed inhibition mode is negative, the routine skips steps S4 to S10, to let the drive motor 56 rotate at double speed, and immediately goes to step S12.

[0026] Step S4 checks for satisfaction of one of the following five conditions, in which the navigation apparatus 10 is particularly required to respond more quickly by fast reading of data and rapid execution.

[0027] Firstly, issuance of a command to display the current position on a map, an operation beginning with the detection of power-on of the navigation apparatus 10 and continuing until confirmation that the current position is centered on the displayed map.

[0028] Secondly, issuance of a command to change the map display, an operation beginning with detection of operation of a touch or contact switch, for moving the center of the map, for scrolling the map displayed on the display screen or for changing the scale of the displayed map, and continuing until the detection of the completion of display of the desired map.

[0029] Thirdly, issuance of a command for a route search, route searching beginning with the detection of an execution command for the route search routine and continuing until detection of completion of the search processing.

[0030] Fourthly, a determination that the sensor detected value for travel speed of the vehicle is equal to or greater than a predetermined value, for example, a value corresponding to 100 km per hour, which operation continues until detection that the detected value has fallen below the predetermined value.

[0031] Fifthly, a data size determination in step S4 that the size of the data requested to be read from the disc 52 is equal to or greater than a predetermined size, for example 100 kbyte. The routine goes to S6 responsive to an affirmative judgement.

[0032] The first to third, and fifth conditions relate to operation of the navigation apparatus 10, while the fourth condition relates to operation of the vehicle. On the other hand, if none of the first to fifth situations is present, a negative judgment is made at step S4, and the routine skips steps S6 to S10 and immediately goes to S12. The controller 24 functions as judgment means by judging at step S4 presence of one of the aforementioned five situations, i.e. satisfaction of a designated condition.

[0033] A judgment is made at step S6 as to whether the drive motor 56 is rotating at normal speed. If the mo-
tor is rotating at normal speed, an affirmative judgment is made at step S6, and the routine goes to step S8, at which a command for the drive motor 56 to rotate at double speed is sent to the controller 68, and then the routine goes to step S10. Upon execution of step S8, a control signal is sent based on the command from the control unit 24 to the controller 68 and to the drive motor servo circuit 64, and the drive motor 56 is made to rotate at double speed responsive to the control signal, thereby rotating the disc 52 at double speed. The controller 24 executing the routine at step S8, in combination with the controller 68, functions as the control means of the invention.

If the drive motor 56 is already rotating at double speed, a negative judgment is made at step S6, and the routine skips step S6 and immediately goes to step S10. At step S10, in order to avoid frequent changes between double speed and normal speed, a double speed stop counter C1 times the period from the satisfaction of the designated condition described above until the drive motor 56 continuously drives rotatively with double speed, reads a predetermined value h corresponding to the predetermined time to set the predetermined value (count) for h. At step S12, which is executed subsequently to execution of step S10 or executed when a negative judgment is made at any of steps S2, S4, an error counter C2, for counting the number of error occurrences of the data read out of the disc 52, is reset.

A request for reading data at a designated address and size on the disc 52 is output to the controller at step 14 subsequent to step S12. Upon this request, the data read at the pickup 58 and processed at the signal processing unit 66, is transmitted to the controller 24 via the controller 68. When reading the requested data is completed, the operation goes to S16 from step S14, and it is judged whether the data read to the controller 24 contains reading errors that the signal processing unit 66 could not correct. If the data do not contain such a reading error, a negative judgment is made at step S16, and this CD data reading processing is ended. On the other hand, if the data contains a reading error, an affirmative judgment is made at step S16, and the operation goes to S18.

A value of 1 is added to the total of the error counter C2 at step S18, and then the routine goes to step S20, at which a judgment is made, according to whether the total of errors counted by C2 is equal to or greater than a predetermined value i. If the reading errors of the data do not exceed the predetermined number of times, a negative judgment is made at step S20 since C2 is equal to or less than i, and the routine returns to step S14, repeats the read request for the data outputted immediately before, again executes the reading of data, and repeats the execution of steps S16 and S18 as described above. In contrast, if the reading errors exceed the predetermined number, an affirmative judgment is made at step S20 since C2 is greater than i, and the routine goes to step S22. At step S22, the double speed inhibition flag F1 is set (F1 = 1), thereby placing the apparatus in the double speed inhibiting mode, and a predetermined value j, corresponding to a predetermined time for lapse of the double speed inhibiting mode is read into a double speed inhibition counter C3 as a count for measurement of time in the double speed inhibiting mode.

At step S24 to be executed subsequently to step S22, a judgment is made as to whether the drive motor 56 is rotating at double speed. If the drive motor 56 is rotating at normal speed, the operation returns to step S14 immediately after a negative judgment is made at step S24, and step S14 and the following steps described above are again executed. On the other hand, if the drive motor 56 is rotating at double speed, an affirmative judgment is made at step S24 and the operation goes to step S26. After a request is made to rotate the drive motor 56 at normal speed is fed to the controller 68, the operation returns to step S14. By execution of step S26, a control signal is sent from the controller 68 to the drive motor servo circuit 64. Based on the control signal, the drive motor 56 is again switched to normal speed, thereby causing the disc 52 to rotate at normal speed.

Thus, in the CD data reading routine, when it is not in the double speed inhibition mode (the double speed inhibition flag F1 = 0, S2: YES) and when the designated condition is satisfied (S4: YES), the request to switch the drive motor to double speed is output (S6: YES, S8), and, responsive to this output signal, the drive motor 56 rotates at double speed, thereby rotating the disc 52 at double speed. The data corresponding to the request is read at S14 and, if the read data has no error (S16: NO), this processing ends. On the other hand, if the read data has an error or errors (S16: YES), the same data is repeatedly read until the controller can read the requested data without error (S14 to S18), and at that time, if the reading errors exceed the predetermined number (C2 > i, S20: YES), the drive motor 56 rotating at double speed is switched to normal speed (S24: YES, S26), thereby rotating the disc 52 at normal speed.

In the timer interrupt routine illustrated in Fig. 5, a judgment is made first at step S50 as to whether the total of double speed stop counter C1 is greater than zero. If C1 is greater than 0, an affirmative judgment is made at step S50, and the routine goes to step S52 and subsequently goes to step S54 after one is subtracted from the value of C1. If C1 is equal to or less than 0, a negative judgment is made at step S50, and the routine skips steps S52 to S58 and immediately goes to step S60 described below.

A judgment is made at step S54 as to whether or not the double speed counter C1 is equal to zero. If C1 is not equal to zero, a negative judgment is made at step S54, and the routine skips steps S56, S58 and immediately goes to step S60. If C1 is equal to 0, an affirmative judgment is made, and the operation goes to
step S56. At step S56, a judgment is made as to whether the drive motor 56 is rotating at double speed. If the motor 56 is at normal speed, a negative judgment is made at step S56, and the routine skips step S58 and immediately goes to step S60. If the drive motor 56 is rotating at double speed, an affirmative judgment is made at step S56, and the routine goes to step S58 and then goes to S60, responsive to a request for rotation of the drive motor 56 at normal speed delivered to the controller 68. By execution of step S58, a control signal is sent from the controller 68 to the drive motor servo circuit 64 based on the request output from the controller 24. The drive motor 56 is rotatively driven, based on the control signal, at normal speed, thereby rotating the disc 52 at normal speed.

[0041] At step 60, which is executed subsequent to step S58 or executed after a negative judgment is made at any of steps S50, S54, S56, a judgment is made as to whether or not the double speed inhibition counter C3 is greater than zero. If C3 is greater than 0, an affirmative judgment is made at step S60, and the routine goes to step S62 and then goes to S64 after one is subtracted from the value of C3. If C3 is equal to or less than zero, a negative judgment is made at step S60, and the operation skips steps S62 to S66 and immediately temporarily halts the timer interrupt processing. A judgment is made at step 64 as to whether the double speed inhibition counter C3 is equal to zero. If C3 is not equal to zero, a negative judgment is made at step 64, and the operation skips step S66 and immediately, temporarily, ceases the timer interrupt processing. If C3 is equal to zero, an affirmative judgment is made at step S64, and the operation goes to step S66. After leaving the double speed inhibition mode by removing the flag F1, the routine temporarily ceases the timer interrupt routine.

[0042] In the timer interrupt routine, during steps 50 to 58, the double speed stop counter C1, that has read the predetermined value h and been set to it during the CD data reading, when one of the first to fifth situations above is met, is made to decrease its counter value every execution of the timer interrupt routine (S50: YES, S52), and the drive motor 56 is continuously driven at double speed until lapse of a predetermined time started when the designated condition is met. Thus, the drive motor 56 running at double speed is switched to normal speed (S56: YES, S58) when C1 becomes zero (S54: YES). During steps S60 to S66, the double speed inhibition counter C3, that has read the predetermined value j and been set to it when the number of reading errors exceeds the predetermined number i (C2 > i) in the CD data reading process described above, is decreased by one every execution of the timer interrupt routine (S60: YES, S62). When C3 becomes zero (S64: YES), the operation in the double speed inhibition mode is ended (S66, F1 = 0).

[0043] As described above in detail, in this embodiment, data is read at high speed (S14) as the disc 52 rotates at double speed by switching the drive motor 56 to double speed (S6: YES, S8), so that the time required for execution of the aforementioned operations is thereby shortened. Specifically, the time interval between detection of power-on of the navigation apparatus 10 until confirmation that the current position is centered on a map display is shortened. Secondly, likewise shortened is the time interval from the detection of operation of a touch or contact switch for moving the center of the map, or scrolling the map, being displayed on the display screen, or for changing the scale of the displayed map on display until detection of display of the desired map. Thirdly, also shortened is the interval from the detection of an execution command for the route search until the detection of the completion of the search. The fourth interval shortened is that between a determination that the output value of a sensor detecting the travel speed is equal to or greater than a predetermined value (for example, a value corresponding to 100 km per hour), and display of the current position centered on the display screen. Moreover, the apparatus can provide proper guidance without delay by such acceleration of the data reading even when, for any requested operation, it detects that the requested data size to be read from the disc 52 is equal to or greater than a predetermined size, for example, 100 kbite or more, specifically, when guidance is to be provided by displaying a picture of a destination or intersection on the screen.

[0044] The data reading speed with the disc 52 rotating at double speed is 300 kbite per second whereas the data reading speed with the disc 52 rotating with normal speed is 150 kbite per second. Therefore, in this embodiment, the apparatus can read a large amount of data in a short period of time from the disc 52 by switching the disc 52 from normal speed to double speed to perform certain reading tasks. In addition, because the data is read with the drive motor 56 rotating at normal speed when none of the first to fifth situations is present (S4: NO), in other words because the situations in which the rotation speed of the drive motor 56 is switched to the double speed are limited on the first to fifth situations which specifically require high speed data reading, the durability of the drive motor 56 is greater than in the case where the drive motor 56 is constantly rotated at double speed.

[0045] As noted above, although operating with the motor driving the memory medium at double speed allows high-speed data reading from the memory medium, operating the motor constantly at double speed is avoided since it would reduce the durability of the motor. In a navigation apparatus for a vehicle, though required to rapidly respond since the vehicle travels at a relatively high speed, the apparatus needs the double speed reading only in limited situations. Accordingly, in this embodiment, the apparatus can change its speed from normal speed to double speed only when detecting one of those limited number of conditions in which the apparatus has to deal a large amount of data in a short period
of time.

[0046] In this embodiment, the error counter C2 that is reset prior to the output of a request for reading data (S12) counts reading errors contained in the read data (S16, S18), and if the reading errors exceed the predetermined value i (S20: YES), the drive motor 56 rotating at double speed is switched to normal speed (S24: YES, S26) to rotate the disc 52 at normal speed. However, if the double speed inhibition flag F1 is on (S22), the rotational speed of the drive motor 56 is not switched to double speed from normal speed even if one of the five aforementioned conditions is satisfied (S2: NO). Therefore, when errors in the read data continue to occur when the drive motor 56 is rotatively driven at double speed, the disc 52 is made to rotate at normal speed by switching the rotational speed of the drive motor 56 to normal speed, thereby enabling the controller to read the requested data without error, and enabling the controller to deal with errors in the reading to data that tend to occur due to the double speed rotation of the disc 52.

[0047] Further, in this embodiment, when errors in reading exceed the predetermined number i (S20: YES), the double speed inhibition flag F1 is turned ON as described above (S22) to establish the double speed inhibition mode, thereby running the drive motor 56 at normal speed even if a command issues to initiate one of the aforementioned five operations. The double speed inhibition counter C3 in which the predetermined value j is read, is set and decreased by one upon every execution of the timer interrupt routine (S60: YES, S62), and the double speed inhibition condition mode is dissolved by turning the double speed inhibition flag F1 off (S66) when C3 is equal to zero (S64: YES). By utilization of the double speed inhibition flag F1 and the double speed inhibition counter C3, the disc 52 is prohibited from rotating at double speed, in a double speed inhibition mode, until the condition, wherein reading errors tend to exceed the predetermined number, is corrected based on experiences indicating that the errors in reading tend to occur where the disc 52, the drive motor 56, and whatever are, for example, subject to low temperature or high temperature, thereby preventing errors in data reading from occurring again.

[0048] Moreover, in this embodiment, the drive motor 56 is switched to drive at double speed upon satisfaction of any of the first to fifth conditions described above and continues to rotate at double speed for a period of time determined as follows. First, the double speed stop counter C1 reads in the predetermined value h (S10) when any of the first to fifth conditions described above is satisfied (S4: YES). C1 is reduced each time the timer interrupt routine is executed and when C1 becomes zero (S54), the drive motor 56 rotating at double speed is switched to normal speed (S56: YES, S58). Further, the apparatus avoids frequent switching of the drive motor 56 between normal and double speeds and achieves effective control of the rotation speed of the drive motor 56.

[0049] While in the foregoing embodiment the drive motor 56 is switched between normal speed and a speed twice that of normal speed, the drive motor 56 can be driven at any speed rotating the disc 52 at a speed higher than normal speed, e.g. two times, four times or eight times the normal speed.

[0050] In general, the drive motor rotatively driving the CD-ROM disc will be one of the following two types: a drive motor that begins to rotate as necessary to read data from the disc and then stops rotating a while after completion of reading the data; and a drive motor that begins to rotate at the same time that the CD-ROM drive is initialized by turning on the power of the system in which the CD-ROM is incorporated and that continuously rotates until the power of the system is turned off. This invention is applicable to both types of motor operation described above. However, because the latter type is more susceptible to a short drive motor service life, the invention is more effective in the latter case than in the former.

[0051] Furthermore, although the foregoing embodiment is described as incorporated into the navigation apparatus 10 mounted on a vehicle, the invention is not restricted to use in such a navigation apparatus. Moreover, as used in navigation apparatus 10 it is easily detachable from the vehicle and brought into the home where it may be connected to a television set for determining the optimum route for the set points of departure and destination with display of a map on the screen of the television set. After such use, it may be reattached to the vehicle for guidance along the optimum route from the point of departure to the destination which have been set in the home.

The navigation apparatus to be mounted in a vehicle must be made compact because the apparatus must fit, for example, behind a dashboard or below a seat, so as not to disturb passengers. Accordingly, as the apparatus is made more compact, the size of the drive motor for driving the memory medium must become more compact, but the durability of the drive motor is reduced as its size is made smaller. Therefore, it the apparatus according to the invention is applied to a navigation apparatus for a vehicle, it is very effective in improving the durability of the drive mechanism.

Claims

1. A navigation apparatus comprising:

   a memory medium (52) for storing map information or guidance information;
   a drive mechanism (56) for driving said memory medium (52);
   a control means (24) for reading out map information or guidance information from said memory medium (52) by driving said drive mechanism (56);
an output unit for outputting information on the basis of information read out from said control means (24);

judgment means (24) is arranged to judge predetermined conditions for which said control means (24) changes a driving speed of said drive mechanism (56);

and wherein said control means (24) is arranged to control the driving speed of said drive mechanism (56) at a high speed on the basis of the judgment of said judgement means (24), is arranged to count time passed since said predetermined conditions are satisfied and further is arranged to control to keep the driving speed of said drive mechanism (56) uniform until a predetermined time is passed.

2. The navigation apparatus as set forth in claim 1, judge wherein said judgment means (24) is arranged to whether the amount of information to be read exceeds a predetermined amount, and said control means (24) is arranged to control the driving speed of said drive mechanism (56), at the high speed if the amount of information to be read exceeds a predetermined amount.

3. The navigation apparatus as set forth in claims 1 or 2 comprising a speed detector (14) for detecting a traveling speed of a vehicle, wherein said judgment means (24) is arranged to judge whether the vehicle is traveling at a speed exceeding the predetermined speed and said control means (24) is arranged to control the driving speed of said drive mechanism (56) at the high speed if the vehicle travels at a speed exceeding the predetermined speed.

4. The navigation apparatus as set forth in claims 1, 2 or 3 comprising an input unit (16) for scrolling a map displayed by said output unit, wherein said judgment mean (24) is arranged to judge whether or not a scroll of the map is in operation, and said control mean (24) is arranged to control the driving speed of said drive mechanism (56) at the high speed if the scroll of the map is in operation.

5. The navigation apparatus as set forth in any of the claims 1 to 4, wherein said judgment means (24) is arranged to judge whether a power is switched on, and if it is judged that a power is switched on, said control means (24) is arranged to control the driving speed of said drive mechanism (56), at the high speed.

6. The navigation apparatus as set forth in any of the claims 1 to 6, wherein said control means (24) is arranged to detect information reading errors from said memory medium (52) and further is arranged to control the driving speed of said drive mechanism (56) to set back the driving speed to a lower speed if the error count exceeds a predetermined value.

Patentansprüche

1. Navigationsvorrichtung mit:

- einem Speichermedium (52) zum Speichern von Karteninformationen oder Führungsinformationen;
- einem Antriebsmechanismus (56) zum Antreiben des Speichermediums (52);
- einer Steuerungseinrichtung (24) zum Auslesen von Karteninformationen oder Führungsinformationen vom Speichermedium (52) durch Antreiben des Antriebsmechanismus (56);
- einer Ausgabeeinheit zum Ausgeben von Informationen auf der Basis von von der Steuerungseinrichtung (24) ausgelesenen Informationen; und
- einer Entscheidungseinrichtung (24), die dazu geeignet ist, zu entscheiden, ob vorgegebene Bedingungen erfüllt sind, bei denen die Steuerungseinrichtung (24) eine Antriebsgeschwindigkeit des Antriebsmechanismus (56) ändert; und
- wobei die Steuerungseinrichtung (24) dazu geeignet ist, die Antriebsgeschwindigkeit des Antriebsmechanismus (56) auf der Basis der Entscheidung der Entscheidungseinrichtung (24) auf eine hohe Geschwindigkeit zu steuern, eine Zeit zu zählen, die verstrichen ist, seitdem die vorgegebenen Bedingungen erfüllt sind, und ferner eine Steuerung auszuführen, um die Antriebsgeschwindigkeit des Antriebsmechanismus (56) beizubehalten, bis eine vorgegebene Zeitdauer verstrichen ist.

2. Navigationsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Entscheidungseinrichtung (24) dazu geeignet ist, zu entscheiden, ob die zu lesende Informationsmenge einen vorgegebenen Wert überschreitet, und wobei die Steuerungseinrichtung (24) dazu geeignet ist, die Antriebsgeschwindigkeit des Antriebsmechanismus (56) auf eine hohe Geschwindigkeit zu steuern, wenn die zu lesende Informationsmenge einen vorgegebenen Wert überschreitet.

3. Navigationsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2 mit einem Geschwindigkeitsdetektor (14) zum Erfassen der Fahrgeschwindigkeit eines Fahrzeugs, wobei die Entscheidungseinrichtung (24) dazu geeignet ist, zu entscheiden, ob das Fahrzeug sich mit einer Geschwindigkeit bewegt, die einen vorgegebenen Wert überschreitet, und wobei die Steuerungseinrichtung (24) dazu geeignet ist, die An-
triébgeschwindigkeit des Antriebsmechanismus (56) auf die hohe Geschwindigkeit zu steuern, wenn die Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit den vorgegebenen Wert überschreitet.

4. Navigationsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3 mit einer Eingabeeinheit (16) zum Scrollen einer durch die Ausgabeanzeige dargestellten Karte, womöglich die Entscheidungseinrichtung (24) dazu geeignet ist, zu entscheiden, ob die Karte momentan gescrollt wird oder nicht, und wobei die Steuerungseinrichtung (24) dazu geeignet ist, die Antriebsgeschwindigkeit des Antriebsmechanismus (56) auf die hohe Geschwindigkeit zu steuern, wenn die Karte momentan gescrollt wird.

5. Navigationsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei die Entscheidungseinrichtung (24) dazu geeignet ist, zu entscheiden, ob eine Leistung eingeschaltet ist, wobei die Steuerungseinrichtung (24), wenn entschieden wird, daß eine Leistung eingeschaltet ist, dazu geeignet ist, die Antriebsgeschwindigkeit des Antriebsmechanismus (56) auf die hohe Geschwindigkeit zu steuern.

6. Navigationsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei die Steuerungseinrichtung (24) dazu geeignet ist, Informationslesefehler vom Speichermedium (52) zu erfassen, und ferner dazu geeignet ist, die Antriebsgeschwindigkeit des Antriebsmechanismus (56) auf eine niedrigere Geschwindigkeit zurückzusetzen, wenn die Fehleranzahl einen vorgegebenen Wert überschreitet.

**Revendications**

1. Dispositif de navigation comprenant :

   un support de mémoire (52) pour mémoriser des informations de cartes géographiques ou des informations de guidage ;
   un mécanisme d'entraînement (56) pour entraîner le dispositif de mémoire (52) ;
   un moyen de commande (24) pour lire des informations de cartes géographiques ou des informations de guidage à partir du dispositif de mémoire (52) en entrainant le mécanisme d'entraînement (56) ;
   une unité de sortie pour sortir des informations en fonction d'informations lues par le dispositif de commande (24) ;
   un moyen de jugement (24) est disposé pour juger des conditions prédéterminées pour lesquelles le dispositif de commande (24) change une vitesse d'entraînement dudit mécanisme d'entraînement (56) ; et dans lequel le dispositif de commande (24) est disposé pour commander la vitesse d'entraînement dudit mécanisme d'entraînement (56) à une grande vitesse en fonction du jugement dudit moyen de jugement (24), est disposé pour compter le temps écoulé depuis que lesdites conditions prédéterminées sont satisfaites et est disposé en outre pour commander le maintien de la vitesse d'entraînement dudit mécanisme d'entraînement (56) uniforme jusqu'à ce qu'un temps prédéterminé se soit écoulé.

2. Dispositif de navigation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le dispositif de commande (24) est disposé pour juger si la quantité d'informations à lire dépasse une quantité prédéterminée et le dispositif de commande (24) est disposé pour commander la vitesse d'entraînement dudit mécanisme d'entraînement (56) à la grande vitesse si la quantité d'informations à lire dépasse une quantité prédéterminée.

3. Dispositif de navigation selon les revendications 1 ou 2, comprenant un détecteur de vitesse (14) pour déterminer si un défilement de déplacement d'un véhicule, dans lequel le dispositif de commande (24) est disposé pour juger si le véhicule se déplace à une vitesse dépassant une vitesse prédéterminée et le dispositif de commande (24) est disposé pour commander la vitesse d'entraînement dudit mécanisme d'entraînement (56) à la grande vitesse si le véhicule se déplace à une vitesse dépassant la vitesse prédéterminée.

4. Dispositif de navigation selon les revendications 1, 2 ou 3, comprenant une unité d'entrée (16) pour faire défiler une carte géographique visualisée par la unite de sortie, dans lequel le dispositif de commande (24) est disposé pour juger si un défilement de la carte géographique est en cours ou non et le dispositif de commande (24) est disposé pour commander la vitesse d'entraînement dudit mécanisme d'entraînement (56) à la grande vitesse si le défilement de la carte géographique est en cours.

5. Dispositif de navigation selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel le dispositif de commande (24) est disposé pour juger si une puissance est activée et, s'il est jugé qu'une puissance est activée, le dispositif de commande (24) est disposé pour commander la vitesse d'entraînement dudit mécanisme d'entraînement (56) à la grande vitesse si le défilement de la carte géographique est en cours.

6. Dispositif de navigation selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel le dispositif de commande (24) est disposé pour détecter des erreurs de lecture d'informations provenant dudit support de mémoire (52) et est disposé en outre pour
commander la vitesse d'entraînement dudit méca-
nisme d'entraînement (56) pour ramener la vitesse
d'entraînement à une vitesse inférieure si le comp-
tage d'erreurs dépasse une valeur prédéterminée.